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Abstract of Presentation
• Networked medical devices have brought significant improvements in patient 

care and patient safety. However, those improvements have not come with 
assuming additional risk. While old manual processes have been retired with the 
advent of networked medical devices and electronic medical records (EMRs), 
new ones have taken their place. The largest challenge healthcare organizations 
face, almost as large as the transitioning to EMRs, is the organizational 
realignment and introduction of new processes to accommodate this switch. We 
will talk about how medical device vendors can be cooperative, and how to 
communicate across the wish lists. In addition, we will discuss the existing 
regulations, and what they really mean in terms of changing processes.
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Presentation Purpose

• To communicate how organizations can effectively transform 
themselves to manage networked medical devices securely
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How we can Accomplish This

• What Regulations Matter and What They Really Mean
– HIPAA
– Joint Commission

• How to Manage Your Supply Chain Lifecycle to Handle 
Regulations

• How to Manage Your Organization to Secure Devices

• How to Manage Vendors
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What Regulations Matter
• HIPAA Security Rule – 45CFR §164.308 (a)(1)(i) - Implement policies and 

procedures to prevent, detect, contain, and correct security violations

• 45CFR §164.308 (a)(5)(i) Standard: Security awareness and training. Implement 
a security awareness and training program for all members of its 
workforce (including management)

• 45CFR §164.308 (a)(6)(i) Standard: Security incident procedures. Implement 
policies and procedures to address security incidents
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https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=05f096caf43746807b96fe7c2f926dfe&term_occur=7&term_src=Title:45:Chapter:A:Subchapter:C:Part:164:Subpart:C:164.308


What Regulations Matter
• 45CFR §164.308 (a)(7)(i)Standard: Contingency plan. Establish (and implement 

as needed) policies and procedures for responding to an emergency or other 
occurrence (for example, fire, vandalism, system failure, and natural disaster) 
that damages systems that contain electronic protected health information
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https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=1c23beadd272bacef924b4637ed93c16&term_occur=10&term_src=Title:45:Chapter:A:Subchapter:C:Part:164:Subpart:C:164.308


What Regulations Matter
• 45CFR §164.308 (a)(8) Standard: Evaluation. Perform a periodic technical and 

nontechnical evaluation, based initially upon the standards implemented under 
this rule and, subsequently, in response to environmental or operational changes 
affecting the security of electronic protected health information, that establishes 
the extent to which a covered entity's or business associate's security policies 
and procedures meet the requirements of this subpart
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What Regulations Matter
• (a)Standard: Policies and procedures. Implement reasonable and appropriate 

policies and procedures to comply with the standards, implementation 
specifications, or other requirements of this subpart, taking into account those 
factors specified in § 164.306(b)(2)(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). This standard is not to be 
construed to permit or excuse an action that violates any 
otherstandard, implementation specification, or other requirements of this 
subpart. A covered entity or business associate may change its policies and 
procedures at any time, provided that the changes are documented and are 
implemented in accordance with this subpart.
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Joint Commission

• Standard EC 4.11
– EP 1. The organization’s leaders (including those of the medical staff) actively participate in 

emergency management planning. 
– EP 2. The organization conducts a Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA) to identify events that 

could affect demand for its services or its ability to provide those services, the likelihood of 
those events occurring, and the consequences of those events. Note: The HVA is evaluated at 
least annually as part of EP 11. 

– EP 3. The organization (together with its community partners) prioritizes those hazards, 
threats and events identified in its HVA
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Joint Commission

• EC 4.11
– EP 5. Mitigation activities designed to reduce the risk of and potential damage 

due to an emergency  
– EP 6. Preparedness activities that will organize and mobilize essential 

resources 
– EP 7. Response strategies and actions to be activated during the emergency 
– EP 8. Recovery strategies and actions designed to help restore the systems 

that are critical to resuming normal care, treatment and services
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What this all really means

• There need to be policies, processes, and procedures to handle 
security incidents and violations

• There need to be periodic risk assessments when you implement 
or change systems to address potential risks

• You need to design for the worst-case scenario
– You need to design for total failure
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What has really happened?

• We see the advantages of the technology, but not all of the 
associated costs

• Many salespeople from vendors famous for telling medical staff 
that IT does not need to be involved

• Medical devices not being placed on networks with due care

• Over-reliance on technology to automate processes without 
checks and balances
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What We’ve Found

• There’s a lot of commonality between Information Security and 
Regulatory Requirements
– American College of Radiology
– College of American Pathologists

• More success with an emphasis on developing repeatable 
processes to address and mitigate risk

• Success with emphases on recording information and 
developing operational and downtime plans
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What We’re Trying To Avoid
• Focusing on Medical Device Security without looking at the whole picture

– Not emphasizing day to day regulatory compliance operations and 
documentation

– Not including planning to fail
– Looking at this as a cybersecurity problem.  It’s a business issue with a 

security component

• Not including all involved parties in the organization
– Regulatory Affairs
– Emergency Preparedness
– Clinical Contacts
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Supply Chain

• Make sure that devices have associated support contracts that 
cover:
– Network Design for Security/Segmentation/Isolation
– Minimum Necessary Information Transmitted
– Proper Security Controls Applied for Data Security
– Log Files/Retention (we’ve run into this with accrediting agencies)
– Product and Security Updates
– Supported Operating Systems and Operating Environments
– VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
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Supply Chain

• Train your Supply Chain team!
– Make sure they know that anything below goes to InfoSec before 

signature:
•Patient Information
•Network Connectivity
•Medical Devices

– Make sure outgoing contracts have strong security language and 
time-based vulnerability management clauses

– Emphasize Supported Hardware, OS, and Operating Environment!
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Managing the Organization 
• If you just focus on cybersecurity, you’re only managing part of the 

picture

• You’re making your work harder because you are not including team 
members that can help you

• The same requirements for security are often the same for regulatory, 
including:
– Log Files
– Maintenance
– Asset Management
– Risk Management
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Approach it as a Business Problem

• The teams actually using the devices have standard procedures 
they need to follow already

• Regulatory agencies add on additional requirements to reduce 
risk (National Patient Safety Goals, JC equipment maint. 
standards)

• We need to break down security requirements into necessary 
component goals
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Approach it as a Business Problem

• Using component goals, develop operational plans with the 
following in mind:
– Isolation of devices except for minimum necessary communication
– Necessary daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly tasks

•Focusing on maintenance and security integrated with existing tasks 
needed for regulatory requirements

•Structure for non-technical staff
– Covering support requirements and third-party support in contracts
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Approach it as a Business Problem

• Appreciate that you are competing against limited resources for 
regulatory compliance

• If we can combine the resources from emergency preparedness, 
regulatory compliance, and IS/security, achieve economies of 
scale
– One set of responses and tasks instead of three

• Strong asset management that isn’t just IS-focused
– Include non-IS requirements
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Add in Your Vendors

• Your vendors are team members

• The emphasis on relationships with medical devices is shifting 
from product-based sales to value-based partnerships

• No vendor wants to be associated with a security issue

• Work toward a mutually beneficial relationship
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What does this consist of?
• A good relationship consists of:

– Good communication with support teams
• Including product roadmaps and future plans – two way street!

– Knowing who to call with an issue
– Making sure they call you with security issues

•They do try and reach out!
– Building for isolation and minimum necessary
– Sharing information

•They can share information on better management at multiple levels
•Share your experiences so that other customers can benefit
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What Have We Learned?
• We have a lot of regulations we need to follow

• We have a lot in common with non-IS components

• Using a unified plan that includes Supply Chain, Regulatory Affairs, 
Emergency Preparedness, Vendor Partners, and Security operating 
off one playbook increases efficiency

• It’s all about working with limited resources

• It’s a business problem, and focusing on it as one can potentially 
affect regulatory compliance
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Thank you!  How do you contact me?

• You can contact me at:
– Mitchell.parker@iuhealth.org
– 317 963 5577 (office)
– 317 719 5531 (cell)

• Thank you!
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